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' "_" _'_" _ _ ="_ sferring technology toWith NASA placlng _.... ea,._eo m_h,o_s on tran
outside industry, NASA researchers need to evaluate many aspects of their
efforts in _h'Is regard. 0fret it may seem like too much self-promotion to
many researchers. However, they should first take a lone, hard look at now
industry promotes itself.
Industry has been _ _ * e _ _...... _,...... _- _
..... ._e_md_o pro.._,_tlo_. ...._- _--so o_ years. Upon
a close examination of sales, ""_-_ < _'- _.;._=_,o,_._ nd ....:.a_._g,
n_ _e b,.en ed_i<_ated byproducts through the us_ Of videotape, ind_aStrles" _
film and Video ro{essione_ to ex _,ct a cerra{n
• P ........ P ....... _ _: ' and
sophistical:ion. In addition, industry profe._;sion .r with
current television programs, like NOVA_ which reinforce what they know
about the state Of the art of video_ Therefore, anyone who wan'is to do
business with them, must moore:or a level pla:yin@ fie:l:d:by emu!at:£n{::::these
very same video production s<andards_
Today the most typical presentation method at NASA is through the
use of vu-qraphs (overhead transparenciesl, which Can be effective for ;_ext
or static mresennations. However, for dynamic, full-blOwn color and sound
presentations, the best method is videotape. _ fact, it i_ frequently
more convenient, because of portability and the _a±_abi_ity of viewing
equipment. Due zo the nature o_ its _ase of operation_ both in <he
recording and playback, coupled with the fact _ -+-"_, _h_,. _a_w_ television is
passive, many people suffer from the misconcePtion that creating a video
production is also a simple and pass:ve activity.
Although a NASA researcher may non use the same approaches: no
create a compuner-generated presentation as an entertainment program, some
aspects are essential for both if they will eventually be viewed on a video
monitor. The intended audience must be identified, as th_s will help to
determine the level of technical content, as well as the length of the
presentation. A good presentation can be compared no a good: story. It has
a beginning, a middle and an end. For technology transfer purposes, a
researcher should try to introduce the research images, give the details of
the research, and review the images and information presented.
When creating the computer images for the presentation, a major
consideration is the viewing environment. The size of the Space, plus the
smze of <h_ monitor sc:_een_ Plus the number of people viewing the
presentation should determine the number of screens necessary for an
effective presentation. Since the most common videotape used in the United
States is still VHS (1/2") NTSC (National Television Standards Committee}
furman, the computer images will have to meet certaln requirements in order
no maintain the possible bes_ quality through the transfer process.
Although the computer has the ability to accurately reproduce a multitude
of colors in intense saturation levels, the video monmnor has much more
limited capabilities. Primary colors, often the first choice of the
researcher, are particularly difficult to reproduce.
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Screen composition is another important consideration. At present,
video monitors typically have a three by four screen ratio. With this
basic horizontal format in mind, a researcher can create more aesthetically
pleasing images by following established principles from great artists,
including foreground, middle ground, background, balance and lighting. If
the image is animated, employing accurate simulation to reality, including
initiation, direction, smoothness, and completion are important criteria to
follow.
It may take ma_y h_$ to create and render just one frame of the
image, but real time vide_ _'a{i_ at 30 frames per second. A researcher
needs to keep this in _in_ wiie_i _@nerating animations and determining how
long they should r_ 0_ i_ihat runs slowly due to a lack of frames
(e. g. 6 fps)wi!! _ n_t _n SmOothly. It is better to play it more
frequently at a
: i
Since a resea_h@_ may n_ always be available for the actual
presentation, professi0 audio narration on the v£deQtape can
make it an effectiv_ star oduct. Writing the script before
editing the images fadilita<es ma_hing picture and sound. Although a
technical paper of _ r6se_r_imay have been previously published, iu will
have been written f_ £he _v_ i_d not for the ear. For this rea_oni a
in writing for broadcast is necessary.
_ _i eo uo form a uniqueThe researc_e_ and professional combine _
team, blending !_he S_n_ifiC with the aesthetic, where all the necessary
detailed step_ _:_ke Sha_e in a creative concept. This concept ultimately
becomes a video _r_s'entati0n at the level of quality expected by outside
industry.
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"the right and left work together ..."
